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The Transatlantic Journey of a 
Turkish Song: Yeni Yeni Bir 
Sevdaya Düştüm

In 2018, I received an e-mail from a Turkish researcher, Işıl Acehan (Bilkent 
University), who was looking for a recording of the Turkish kanto ‘Yeni yeni bir 
sevdaya düştüm.’ Işıl Acehan takes a special interest in Turkish immigrants 

who moved to the USA in Ottoman times.1 She had found an article in an American 
newspaper from 1912, The Boston Globe, about a Turk smoking a water pipe in a Boston 
coffeehouse, while singing the song Yeni yeni bir sevdaya düştüm.

Here is what she wrote:

I am a Turkish historian doing research on the Ottoman immigrants in the US in 
the early 20th century. While I was searching in the newspaper archives, I found 
an article talking about a Turk in 1912, during the Balkan Wars,2 sitting in an 
Ottoman coffeehouse in Boston where there were also Armenians and Greeks, and 
singing ‘Yeni Yeni Bir Sevdaya Düştüm’, while he smokes his pipe. When I googled 
this song title, I came across your website and discovered that it was released in 
1912 and sung by Safinaz Hanım. Can you please provide more information about 
this recording and catalogue and how I can find it?

A day later Acehan sent me a scan of the paragraph from The Boston Globe which had 
sparked her interest:

Hassan Effendi, member of the Turkish Redif3 in the days of Sultan Abdul Hamid 
[reigned from 1876 to 1909], sat cross-legged on a wooden chair up in a South End 
coffee house yesterday [Sunday] evening. From mere force of habit, between puffs at 
his long-stemmed water pipe, he chanted the weird strains of ‘Yeni yeni bir sevdeya 
douchdoum,’ that little love song, ‘Again and again I fall in love with thee.’4

Işıl Acehan ended up on my website because a song with that title happened to be 
listed in my discography of Turkish Premier Records.5 She asked how she could obtain 
a copy of the recording. I had to disappoint her immediately. These Turkish Premier 
Records are extremely rare and the chances of ever tracing a copy of this specific 
recording (No. 10983 by Safinaz Hanim) are practically zero, miracles barred. Out of a 
total of 61 discs issued only a few copies are known to exist.

I did not know the song ‘Yeni yeni bir sevdaya düştüm.’ I checked all the Turkish 
song books I have, but none of them mentioned this kanto. I wondered how this 
Hasan Efendi got to know this song. Did he pick it up while he was still living in 
Constantinople? Or had he heard it for the first time after he had gone to America? Had 
he heard it being sung by others or did he know it from a 78rpm gramophone record?
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I was hoping I could trace the song back to one specific 78rpm record. What other 
record companies had recorded this song? And once I had found the answer to that 
question, would it be possible to find actual copies of those recordings? I began checking 
the record catalogues in my archive and was able to establish that the song ‘Yeni yeni bir 
sevdaya düştüm’ had been recorded by various other record companies. 

The Gramophone Company

I first checked my file on Turkish and Greek recordings made by The Gramophone 
Company between 1900 and 1914.6 I found out that two recordings of ‘Yeni yeni bir sevdaya 
düştüm’ were made during a recording session in Constantinople in 1909. One by singer 
İbrahim Efendi (Mr.) and the other by singer Şamran Hanım (Mrs or Madame).7  In 
January 1909 the English Gramophone Company had sent one of their most experienced 
recording engineers, Fred Gaisberg , American by birth, together with his assistant 
Hugh Murtagh , on an extensive recording trip to the Near East, or the Orient, as it was 
called in corporate papers. Recordings were made in the following cities: Cairo, Beyrouth, 
Constantinople (now Istanbul), Salonica (now Thessaloniki), Smyrna (now Izmir) and 
Athens. During that recording expedition a total of 1357 recordings were made (37 
duplicates or second takes included). Halfway through the Oriental recording trip, at the 
end of March, Fred Gaisberg8 and assistant Hugh Murtagh9 had to temporarily interrupt 
their activities for the very important Milan Spring Recording Session.10  This recording 
session involved making recordings in Milan, Rome and Naples, and had to be given 
priority. Commercially speaking, for The Gramophone Company Italian repertoire was 
much more important than Turkish and Greek repertoire. The Italian recording session 
began on April 1st and ended on May 22nd 1909. Afterwards Gaisberg and Murtagh 
returned to Athens and Salonica to finish the job. 

During their stay in Constantinople (from 26 February to 22 March 1909) Gaisberg 
and his assistant Murtagh made 359 recordings (10 duplicates or second takes 
included). The original recordings sheets of this six-city recording trip to the Orient are 
safely stored away in the EMI Musical Archives, or EMI Archive Trust, as it is called 
nowadays. Although not all recording sheets of this recording trip have been preserved, 
at least the sheets of the 1909 Constantinople recording session are complete. Sheet 
no. 966 lists recordings made by Ibrahim Efendi on 26 and 27 February 1909. Matrix 
number 12271b is ‘Yeni yeni bir sevdaya düştüm’11 (Fig.1).

What you read is not Arabic, rather this is the way Turkish was written in those 
days: with Arabic characters. At the top of the recording sheet one can see the initials 
F. W. G. (Frederick William Gaisberg). Gaisberg’s identification suffix for 25cm (10inch) 
recordings (‘b’) is here written as a capital ‘B’. 

Recording sheet no. 979 containing Şamran Hanım’s version of ‘Yeni yeni bir 
sevdaya düştüm’ (matrix number 12455b) can be viewed on my website.12

When the recorded blanks had arrived at the factory in Hannover, Germany and 
had been duly processed, they were allocated official side numbers. Here is part of a 
page from the Gramophone Company (Hannover) register, showing among others the 
kanto ‘Yeni yeni bir sevdaya douchdoum (Canto)’ with side number 6-12234 and matrix 
number 12271b (Fig.2).

A similar page listing singer Şamran Hanım’s version of ‘Yeni yeni bir sevdaya düştüm’ 
with sidenumber 4-13484 (matrix number 12455b) can be viewed on my website.13
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Figure 1: Page no. 966 from Fred Gaisberg’s 1909 triplicate book with recordings by Ibrahim Efendi 
Matrix number 12271b is Yeni yeni bir sevdaya düştüm.
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And also on Favorite!

I also discovered another version of the song in an undated Favorite catalogue from ca mid-
1911. As it turned out, the Schallplatten-Fabrik Favorite, a German record company, had 
recorded the song under the title ‘Yeni sevda Cantossou’. It was sung by Hafız Yaşar [Okur] 
Bey, a famous singer who recorded for practically every record company. The side number 
is indicated in the catalogue (1-55468), but since an actual copy of this recording has not 
yet surfaced, the corresponding matrix number is unknown.14 However, on the basis of 
available surrounding data, we can be sure that the matrix number must be a four-digit 
number followed by the recording engineer’s identification suffix “t”, like so: 43**-t. The 
“t” stands for Favorite’s recording expert Wilhelm Winkel,15 who made the recording in 
January or February 1911 in Constantinople.16 In fact Wilhelm Winkel had been assigned 
three identification letters: “s” for 18cm (7inch) recordings, “t“ for 25cm (10inch), and “w” for 
30cm (12inch) recordings.17

Then the trail led to the Victor Company

Looking for other versions of the song I checked a Victor catalogue from early 1911, 
entitled Victor Turkish Records (Fig. 3). This Victor catalogue contains 40 Turkish 
recordings originally made by The Gramophone Company in 1909 in Constantinople 
and Smyrna. The Gramophone Company and the Victor Talking Machine Company 

Figure 2: A page from the Hannover register with side numbers added.
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were affiliated companies. Both companies had agreed to divide the world into spheres 
of influence.18 On the basis of this agreement one company was not allowed to make 
recordings in the territory of the other. For instance, Europe, parts of Asia and Africa 
belonged to the territory of The Gramophone Company. That meant that, if the Victor 
company wanted to issue material recorded in any of those areas, it would have to ask 
its sister company in Europe for original pressing masters (‘shells’). No doubt against 
some kind of payment. This policy of exchanging pressing masters worked both ways.19

In our case, Turkish material was borrowed from The Gramophone Company.
On page nine of the Victor catalogue I discovered Ibrahim Efendi’s 1909 recording 

‘Yéni yéni bir sevdaya douchdoum’ (Fig.4). Apparently it had been reissued in the United 
States on the Victor label with side number 63072-B.

Figure 3: Front cover of Victor catalogue 
(March 1911).

Figure 4: Page 9 of that same catalogue which 
lists 63072-B.
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From Izmir: the first audio clue!

At the same time that I had begun my research I had launched an appeal on my website 
under the heading: Who has any of the following 78rpm records?

I added a provisional discography of recordings of ‘Yeni yeni bir sevdaya düştüm’.
Soon I received an e-mail from a record collector in Izmir (Turkey), Recep Altınay, 

who informed me that he had an Odeon copy of ‘Yeni yeni bir sevdaya düştüm’.20

Upon my request he kindly sent me a scan of the label (Fig. 5) and a mp3 recording 
of the song.21 At the time I was not aware that an Odeon version of ‘Yeni yeni bir sevdaya 
düştüm’ existed, so this was a welcome addition to my small discography.22 Thanks to 
Recep Altınay we now had an Odeon version with side number: 54825.23

The Latin-script transliteration of the song title is a shortened version of the original 
Arabic-script title. We already met with three singers: Şamran Hanım, İbrahim Efendi, 
Hafız Yaşar [Okur] Bey. Here is another one: Hafız İhsan.  I listened to the Odeon version 
and wrote down the Turkish words, as far as I could understand them.

Figure 5: Yeni yeni bir sevda by İhsan Efendi on Odeon 54824.
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YENİ  YENİ  BİR  SEVDA[YA  DALDIM] (ODEON  54824)
((YENİ) SEVDA KANTOSU)

Yeni yeni bir sevdaya daldım
Yeni yeni bir sevdaya daldım

Aşıkane nigâhından yar beni seviyor sandım
Aşıkane nigâhından yar beni seviyor sandım

Aldandım, aldandım
Eyvah nasıl inandım
Aldandım, aldandım

Eyvah nasıl inandım be

Seni seni ey bivefa seni
Seni seni ey bivefa seni

Yazık, günah değil mi bana, aşk hastası ittin [= ettin] beni
Yazık, günah değil mi bana, aşk hastası ittin beni

Aldandım, aldandım
Eyvah nasıl inandım
Aldandım, aldandım

Eyvah nasıl inandım be

Nasıl nasıl ağlattın sen beni
Nasıl nasıl ağlattın sen beni

Ya Allah canımı alsın
Ya beni senden kurtarsın

Ya Allah canımı alsın
Ya beni senden kurtarsın

Aldandım, aldandım
Eyvah nasıl inandım
Aldandım, aldandım
Eyvah nasıl inandım

Here is the translation:

I have recently fallen in love
Her amourous glances made me believe she loved me

But oh, I was fooled
How could I have been be so naive

You, unfaithful one, you
Isn’t it a shame, how you made me love crazy

May Allah take my soul
Or may he liberate me from you

I was fooled
Oh my, oh my, how could I have been so naive
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A real tearjerker, as you can see. A kind of vaudeville song. Musically speaking the  
kanto genre is not considered the pinnacle of serious Turkish music but at some time it 
became immensely popular. As a genre, it has not been researched very extensively. So 
now at least one recording had been traced: the Odeon version.

We need to compare the modern Turkish version of the song in the newspaper 
article (‘Yeni yeni bir sevdaya düştüm’) with the printed versions we discovered later.

As we can see, there are differences in the way the title of the song was written. The 
song title of this article (‘Yeni yeni bir sevdaya düştüm’) is in modern Turkish. The title (1) 
in The Boston Globe article, (2) on the recording sheet, (3) in the Hannover register, (4) in 
the 1911 Victor catalogue  and (5) on the Odeon label are either a Latin-script version, an 
Arabic-script version, or both: an Arabic-script and a Latin-script Turkish version. 

Added to that we now have the complete song text, as it is sung on the Odeon 
record. The only difference is in the way the last word of the first stanza of the song is 
spelled in Latin-script non-standard Turkish: “douchdoum” instead of modern Turkish 
“düştüm”. In the Odeon version “douchdoum” is replaced by “daldim”. 

Some simple facts about Turkish

In 1912 when the Boston Globe article was published, Turkish – although as a language 
not related to Arabic – was still written with Arabic characters. A standardized Latin-
script orthography did not yet exist, so every transliteration of an original Arabic-
script text (titles and artists) was done in a rather haphazard fashion. In those days 
French was the accepted ‘lingua franca’ in the Ottoman Empire, the language of the 
well-educated elite. Therefore, the transliteration of Turkish on record labels and in 
catalogues – as in the case of other publications – was done along the lines of French 
pronunciation. The new Latin-script Turkish alphabet was basically the same as the 
English alphabet, except for a few extra letters.24 

Not until January 1929 was Arabic-script Turkish replaced by an official Latin-script 
alphabet. This was part of a whole set of sweeping reforms, initiated after the abolition 
of the Sultanate (1922). The new Turkish Republic under Mustafa Kemal Atatürk was 
rapidly becoming a modern westernized society. The once enormous Ottoman Empire was 
practically reduced to what is now Turkey, including Thrace in Europe. 

Comparing the various items we can conclude that the “douchdoum” spelling not 
only occurs in the original Gramophone Company song titles, but also exactly matches 
the “douchdoum” transliteration in the article in The Boston Globe and in the Victor 
catalogue! Whoever wrote the article in The Boston Globe (his name is not mentioned) 
must have seen an actual copy of Victor record 63072-B, or, less likely, that 1911 Victor 
catalogue. We can rule out the possibility that the American author had access to copies 
of the original Gramophone Company records.

So the original 1909 Ibrahim recording was reissued in 1911 in the USA (Victor 
63072-B). The jukebox had not yet been invented, so in all likelihood the above-
mentioned Boston coffee house had a gramophone (or phonograph, as it is called in 
America), along with a stack of 78rpm records, to entertain its customers. Among those 
records must have been a copy of the Victor release of ‘Yeni yeni bir sevdeya douchdoum’. 
Now, who could provide us with an audio sample of this record, either of the original 
Gramophone Concert Record or of its Victor reissue?
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I had almost forgotten İsmail Akçay...

Many years ago the late İsmail Akçay25 had given me a large collection of old sheet 
music/music scores (in photocopy) from Ottoman times. I dug up the box with these 
musical scores and began checking the items one by one.  In one of the booklets entitled 
‘La Belle Figure’ (Cahier 4) I found not only the musical score/notes of Sevda Kantosı, 
but also the text of ‘Yeni yeni bir sevdaya daldım’, both in arabic script and in Latin-
script tranliteration26 (Fig. 6, 7 and 8). Next to the title it said ‘CHAMIRAM HANIM’ 
(Şamran Hanım). I assume this was the version Şamran Hanım recorded in 1909 for 
the Gramophone Company. The text is practically the same as that of Şamran’s 1909 
Gramophone Company recording, but there is one slight textual discrepancy. In the 
musical score of “La Belle Figure” the word ‘douchdoum’ has been replaced by ‘daldim’, 
Exactly as in the Odeon recording I had received from Recep Altınay.

The hunt for Victor 63072-B is on!                                                                                                                         

Now that the first recording of ‘Yeni yeni bir sevdeya douchdoum’ had been located 
(on the Odeon label), it was only a matter of time before versions of that same song 
on other record labels would turn up. The author of the article in The Boston Globe 
in all probability had seen an actual copy of the Victor record 63072-B. Therefore my 
primary target now was tracing that Victor record 63072-B with “Yeni yeni bir sevdaya 
douchdoum”, by Ibrahim Efendi, or at least, an audio file of that recording. 

So I began asking fellow collectors.

Figure 6: Cover of an old Ottoman periodical with musical scores of songs.
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Figure 7: Page 6 of that same periodical with notes and text of kanto Yeni yeni bir sev-
daya daldim.

Figure 8: Latin-script transliteration of kanto Yeni yeni bir sevdaya daldim.
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Figure 9: Third generation (‘batwing’ type) label of 63072-B.

Figure 10: First generation label of 63072-A (reverse of 63072-B).
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Figure 11: Second generation label of 63072-B. Apparently initially given 
the wrong side number. Original matrix number 12271b at ‘12 o’clock’.

It was Greek musicologist Maria Kapkidi (Athens), who managed to track down an 
image of the label of a Victor issue of this Turkish song (Fig. 9).

Later I found on the internet a picture of the label of Victor 63072-A, the flipside of 
Victor 63072-B (Fig.10). The record had once been in the collection of cartoonist Robert 
Crumb, but had been sold years ago. I was unable to trace the identity of the buyer. What 
immediately attracted my attention was that there was only Arabic-script  Turkish on the 
label of this version of Victor 63072-A. Where was the Latin-script transliteration?

Without having seen the reverse side 63072-B, I assume that the title of that side is also 
only in Arabic-script. This is clearly the oldest Victor issue of ‘Yeni yeni bir sevdaya düştüm’.

Pictures are wonderful, but what was still missing was a audio copy of the actual 
recording of this song. Chris King suggested I should contact John Ward (of Excavated 
Shellac) who in his turn directed me to Yektan Türkyılmaz in Berlin. Fortunately, 
Yektan happened to have a copy of Victor 63072-B. He sent me a good scan of the label 
(Fig. 11) and a wav audio file.27 So, now we have the 1909 Gramophone Company 
recording, albeit it in the form of a 1911 Victor reissue.

Except for the word “daldım” the text of the Victor version of ‘Yeni yeni bir 
sevdaya düştüm’ is basically the same as the Odeon version. Singer İbrahim Efendi is 
accompanied by oud, violin and gırnata (a metal clarinet).
A label picture of the reverse of the  63072-A (Fig. 10) has not yet to be found.
However, comparing the label designs of the three varieties, it is clear that there existed 
three different label designs. Three “generations” of one and the same label:
– the first and oldest (Fig. 10)
– the second (Fig. 11)
– the third ‘batwing type’ (Fig. 9)
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The same song in Hebrew and Greek characters

While leafing through my collection of photocopies of advertisements from (Sephardic) 
Jewish American newspapers, ‘La Vara’and ‘La America’, I found Yeni yeni bir sevdaya 
düştüm listed on page 3 of ‘La America’ of 17 May 1912 (Fig.12).

The records listed here are all Victor records. The underlined item (072) is Victor 
63072-A/63072-B and reads from right to left.28

Maria Kapkidi sent me an advertisement from an American Greek-language daily 
newspaper, Εθνικός Κήρυξ (Ethnikós Kíriks aka The National Herald), Vol. XII, No. 4021, 
New York of Friday, April 30, 1926, p. 229 (Fig.13) Among the new Greek and Turkish 
Victor records in this ad we find an American recording of “Yeni yeni bir sevdaya düştüm” 
by the Stamboul Quartet. The Turkish title is printed here in Greek characters: ΓΕΝΗ  
ΣΕΒΝΤΑΓΙΑ  ΝΤΟ[Υ]ΣΝΤΟΥΜ – Νέβα Κάντο. The Stamboul Quartet recorded this version 
(Yeni Sevdaya Doshdum – Neva Canto) in 1926 for Victor in Camden (New Jersey).

Figure 12: Advertisement in Sephardic Jewish newspaper ‘La America’ of 17 May 1912.
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Figure 13: Advertisement in American Greek daily news-
paper Ethnikos Kiriks (The National Herald) of Friday, 
April 30, 1926, listing a more recent version of Yeni sevdaya 
doshtum (Victor 78596-A)
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The  Discography

Below is the discography of the releases of “Yeni  yeni  bir  sevdaya  düştüm/
daldım” that can be traced now. The overview may not be complete.

Yeni  yeni  bir  sevdaya  düştüm/daldım  (KANTO)

#1 flipside

RECORD LABEL GRAMOPHONE CONCERT 
RECORD

GRAMOPHONE CONCERT 
RECORD

TITLE Yeni yeni bir sevdaya douchtum Seni ghiorduktcha titriyor - Canto

ARTIST(S) Ibrahim Effendi
(acc. oud, violin & clarinet)

Ibrahim Effendi
(acc. oud, violin & clarinet)

SIDE NUMBER G.C. 6-12234 G.C. 6-12232

MATRIX NUMBER 12271 b 12269 b

SIZE 10 inch / 25 cm 10 inch / 25 cm

REC. LOCATION Constantinople Constantinople

REC. DATE 27 February 1909 27 February 1909

REC. ENGINEER F. W. Gaisberg (with Hugh Murtagh) F. W. Gaisberg (with Hugh Murtagh)

#2 flipside

RECORD LABEL GRAMOPHONE CONCERT 
RECORD

GRAMOPHONE CONCERT 
RECORD

TITLE Yéni yéni bir sevdaya douchdoum Sari yar cantossou – Canto

ARTIST(S) Mme Chamiram Mme Chamiram

SIDE NUMBER G.C. 4-13484 G.C. 4-13485

MATRIX NUMBER 12455 b 12456 b

SIZE 10 inch / 25 cm 10 inch / 25 cm

REC. LOCATION Constantinople Constantinople

REC. DATE 10 March 1909 10 March 1909

REC. ENGINEER F. W. Gaisberg (with Hugh Murtagh) F. W. Gaisberg (with Hugh Murtagh)

#3 flipside

RECORD LABEL VICTOR VICTOR

TITLE Yéni yéni bir sevdaya douchdoum Séni yordoukdja titreyor youréim

ARTIST(S) Ibrahim Effendi
(acc. oud, violin & clarinet)

Ibrahim Effendi
(acc. oud, violin & clarinet)

SIDE NUMBER 63072-B 63072-A

MATRIX NUMBER 12271 b (original GramCo matrix 
number)

12269 b (original GramCo matrix 
number)

SIZE 10 inch / 25 cm 10 inch / 25 cm

REC. LOCATION Constantinople Constantinople

REC. DATE 10 March 1909 10 March 1909

REC. ENGINEER F. W. Gaisberg (with Hugh Murtagh) F. W. Gaisberg (with Hugh Murtagh)
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Reissued in the USA in 1911 from matrices or shells of The Gramophone Company.

#4 flipside

RECORD LABEL ODEON ODEON

TITLE Yeni yeni bir Sevda[ya daldim] Ouchak Gazel
later replaced by: Daghi Divan

ARTIST(S) Ihsan Efendi Safinaz Hanım
later replaced by: Djevdet Bey

SIDE NUMBER 54824 54825

MATRIX NUMBER Cx **** Cx ****

SIZE 10¾ inch / 27 cm 10¾ inch / 27 cm

REC. LOCATION Constantinople Constantinople

REC. DATE ca 1909 ca 1909

REC. ENGINEER unknown unknown

#5 flipside

RECORD LABEL FAVORITE FAVORITE

TITLE Yeni sevda Cantossou Bülbül Cantossou

ARTIST(S) Hafouz Yachar Bey Hafouz Yachar Bey

SIDE NUMBER 1-55468 1-55498

MATRIX NUMBER unknown (43**-t?) unknown (44**-t?)

SIZE 10 inch / 25 cm 10 inch / 25 cm

REC. LOCATION Constantinople Constantinople

REC. DATE January/February 1911 January/February 1911

REC. ENGINEER Wilhelm Winkel Wilhelm Winkel

#6 flipside

RECORD LABEL PREMIER RECORD PREMIER RECORD

TITLE Yéni bir sevdaya Kalbimi tchalan

ARTIST(S) Safinaz Hanim Verjin Hanim

SIDE NUMBER 10983 11017

MATRIX NUMBER 10983? 11017?

SIZE 10 inch / 25 cm 10 inch / 25 cm

REC. LOCATION Constantinople Constantinople

REC. DATE late 1911 late 1911

REC. ENGINEER Antal Greiner Antal Greiner

#7 flipside

RECORD LABEL VICTOR VICTOR

TITLE Yeni Sevdaya Doshdum – Neva Canto Aman Done – Neva Canto

ARTIST(S) Stamboul Quartet (Isaac Angel, Louis 
Matalon, Maurice Ganon and Morris 
Cazes) Vocals (acc. kanun, oud, violin)

Stamboul Quartet (Isaac Angel, Louis 
Matalon, Maurice Ganon and Morris 
Cazes) Vocals (acc. kanun, oud, violin)
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SIDE NUMBER Vi 78596-A Vi 78596-B

MATRIX NUMBER BVE 35106-1 BVE 35103-2

SIZE 10 inch / 25 cm 10 inch / 25 cm

REC. LOCATION Camden, New Jersey Camden, New Jersey

REC. DATE 22 February 1926 22 February 1926

REC. ENGINEER unknown unknown

Strictly speaking Vi 78597 are coupling numbers or combination numbers. They are identical for 
each side. To indicate a specific side –A and –B were added to the coupling number.

Here is a list of those same song titles and names of artists as they are written in Turk-
ish nowadays:
#1 Yeni yeni bir sevdaya düştüm (İbrahim Efendi)
  Seni gördükçe titriyor [yüreğim] (İbrahim Efendi)
#2 Yeni yeni bir sevdaya düştüm (Şamran)
  Sarı yar kantosu (Şamran)
#3 Yeni yeni bir sevdaya düştüm (İbrahim Efendi)
  Seni gördükçe titriyor yüreğim (İbrahim Efendi)
#4 Yeni yeni bir sevda[ya daldım] (İhsan Efendi)
  Uşşak Gazel (Safinaz Hanım)
#5 Yeni sevda kantosu (Hafız Yaşar Bey)
  Bülbül kantosu (Hafız Yaşar Bey)
#6 Yeni bir sevdaya (Safinaz Hanım)
  Kalbimi çalan (Virjin Hanım)
#7 Yeni sevdaya düştüm – Neva kanto (Stamboul Quartet: Isaac Angel, Louis Matalon, 

Maurice Ganon, Morris Kazis)
  Aman Döne – Neva kanto (Stamboul Quartet: Isaac Angel, Louis Matalon, 
  Maurice Ganon, Morris Kazis))

Epilogue

Here the jouney ends. Was it worth it? It depends on what you are looking for. Agreed, the 
tune itself did not justify the effort. But the whole story and all its ramifications may be inte-
resting to other discographers and people interested in ethnic communities in the USA.

Let us return to that newspaper article in The Boston Globe of Monday, 21 October 
191230, which put Işıl Acehan on the track of that Turkish song. Later she sent me the 
complete article. The article is interesting, because it gives us some idea of the multi-ethnic 
build-up of Boston and surroundings, the political situation in the motherlands of certain 
ethnic groups and the repercussions it had on the lives of immigrants in the United States. 
Equally important and illuminating is an earlier article from The Boston Globe which Maria 
Kapkidi found. This article is entitled ‘Going Back to the Army’, and in it the same Hasan 
Efendi features, but this time he is referred to as the ‘le petit general’.31

Personally I am still interested in the following: a) label pictures of the two original 
1909 Gramophone Concert Record releases of the İbrahim Efendi and Şamran Hanım, and 
b) a picture of the label of the earliest (first generation) Victor issue, 63072-B, with only the 
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Arabic-script version of title and artist (see Fig. 11) and with no Latin-script transliterations.
I hope you readers search for these missing items and report back to headquarters in 

due time. I thank all my friends and fellow-travellers for their contributions.
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Endnotes

1. Işıl Acehan has published an interesting 
article entitled ‘Ottoman Street’ in America: 
Turkish Leatherworkers in Peabody, Mas-
sachusetts’ (internet).

2. The Balkan Wars. At the time, the newspaper 
article was written the political situation in 
the Balkans was quite complicated.

3. Reservist, reserve (troops).

4. The translation ‘again and again’ is not 
correct. The meaning of ‘yeni yeni’ is: (just) 
recently, the other day, of late, lately.

5. This discography is part of an article I had 
written about this Hungarian company 
entitled ‘Goulash, Wiener Schnitzel and Şiş 
Kebap: Premier Record’ and is based on the 
original Turkish Premier Record record cata-
logue. See http://www.recordingpioneers.com/
docs/Y-PREMIER_RECORD.pdf.

6. I am preparing a 3-volume discography of 
(predominantly) Turkish and Greek record-
ings made between 1900 and 1914 by The 
Gramophone Company in the following cities: 
Constantinople, Smyrna, Salonica, Drama, 

Athens, Cairo, Alexandria, Scutari, Milan, 
Vienna, London and Calcutta. Although the 
emphasis is on Turkish and Greek recordings, 
the discography also contains Judeo-Spanish 
(Sephardic), Hebrew, Armenian, Albanian, 
Serbian, Bulgarian and Laz(ic) recordings, 
which were made during the above-men-
tioned recording sessions. The discography 
also includes secondary releases by other 
companies.

7. Madame Chamiram’s version appeared 
for the first time in the July 1909 Turkish 
catalogue of The Gramophone Company Ltd. 
(“Nouveaux Disques Gramophon double face 
Turcs”, p. 3). Ibrahim Effendi’s version was 
first listed in the September 1909 Turkish 
catalogue (“Nouveaux Disques Gramophon 
double face Turcs”, p. 1).

8. See http://www.recordingpioneers.com/RP_
GAISBERG1.html (www.recordingpioneers.
com)

9. See http://www.recordingpioneers.com/RP_
MURTAGH1.html (www.recordingpioneers.
com)
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10. On my website relevant correspondence from 
the EMI archive can be found, which clearly 
illustrates the logistically and contractually 
complex situation a record company is faced 
with at times. See http://www.recordingpio-
neers.com/grurks/index.php/from

11. In those days the recording engineers of The 
Gramophone Company used so-called ‘tripli-
cate books’ to write down what they recorded. 
Each page of these notepads was headed “RE-
PORT OF RECORDS RECORDED BY ...” 
and was printed in triplicate, i.e. consisted of 
three pages separated by carbon paper. This 
ensured that by the end of each session there 
were three versions of each recording sheet: 
one original and two carbon copies, each of 
which bore the same number.

12. See http://www.recordingpioneers.com/grurks/
index.php/from

13. See http://www.recordingpioneers.com/grurks/
index.php/from

14. This FAVORITE recording with side number 
1-55468 is also listed in Cemal Ünlü’s online 
database of Turkish 78rpm recordings (http://
tasplak.pankitap.com). Apparently the infor-
mation does not come from an actual record 
copy, but undoubtedly from the same Favorite 
catalogue I had consulted. Otherwise the corre-
sponding matrix number would certainly have 
been mentioned.

15. See http://www.recordingpioneers.com/
RP_WINKEL1.html

16.  In 1916 Columbia USA issued fifty Turkish 
and Greek recordings in its E-series (i.e. 
ethnic/foreign repertoire), which it had leased 
from the German Favorite record company: 
E 6073-6082, E 6105-6112, E 6127-6131, 
Ε 6033 and E 6039. These E-numbers are 
in fact coupling numbers or combination 
numbers. In other words, a coupling number 
or combination number is an identical 

number which is found on both sides of a 
gramophone record label (and in the wax), 
indicating how two recordings are coupled. 
Both terms are self-explanatory. Photocopies 
of corporate documents in my archive show 
that the term ‘coupling number’ was used by 
The Gramophone Company and Columbia 
Greece. The term ‘combination number’ was 
used by Columbia USA and Odeon USA. The 
original Favorite side numbers show up on 
the Columbia USA labels without the initial 
‘1’ digit indicating the size: 25 cm or 10 inch. 
The original Favorite side number (with the 
initial ‘1’ digit), as well as the original matrix 
number are found in the empty wax.

17. Favorite’s system of using “triplets”, to 
indicate both recording engineer and record 
size, was copied from The Gramophone Com-
pany, which also made use of triplets. Fred 
Gaisberg used the three letters “a”, “b” and “c” 
as identification suffixes. Hence 12271b and 
12455b for the 25cm (10inch) İbrahim and 
Şamran recordings.

18. About the division of territories see also my 
article ‘Director dies, Beka record company up 
for grabs’ (Additional Document (H) in: The 
Lindström Project, Vol. 3, pages 158-159.

19. In my collection are four His Master’s Voice 
records which were clearly pressed from Vic-
tor masters, which were originally borrowed 
from The Gramophone Company. Apart from 
the original Gramophone Company matrix 
numbers and side numbers, we find also 
“embossed” Victor side numbers plus the 
crown symbol in the empty wax. At some 
point in time The Gramophone Company no 
longer had access to its own original pressing 
masters, due to the annexation of Deutsche 
Grammophon Aktien-Gesellschaft by the Ger-
man Government during World War I. 

20. Mr. Altınay owns a well-known music shop 
in Karşıyaka, İzmir on Turkey’s west coast, 
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called ‘Dünden bugüne’ (From yesterday to 
today) and specializes in music books, musical 
instruments,  78s, cassettes and CDs.

21. Listen to the mp3 recording of Odeon 54824: 
http://www.recordingpioneers.com/grurks/
index.php/from

22. I had also consulted Cemal Ünlü’s online 
database of Turkish 78rpm recordings (http://
tasplak.pankitap.com), but had found no Ode-
on recording of the song. Later on I discovered 
the ODEON version was in Ünlü’s database 
after all, but somehow could only be accessed 
by typing in the name of the singer: ‘İhsan’. 
The source was an undated Odeon catalogue: 
Catalogue Général des Disques Double Face 
Odeon – Berlin. Indeed, on page 20 of that 
catalogue it said: No. d’ord. 223: ‘Canto, Jeni 
jeni bir sevda’ by Ihsan Ef..

23. The only thing Recep Altınay was not able 
to provide – in spite of careful scrutiny of his 
copy - was the matrix number of this record-
ing. Since it is a Constantinople recording, 
it must have begun with the prefix ‘Cx’: ‘C’ 
for ‘Constantinople and ‘x’ for 27cm (10¾ 
inch), Odeon’s standard size. From early on 
the International Talking Machine Com-
pany (Odeon) used this elaborate system 
of prefixes in front of its matrix numbers, 
denoting both recording location and record 
size. Such prefixes consisted of a letter or 
letter combination, minus or plus one or more 
‘x’s. In other words: no ‘x’ for 18cm records, ‘x’ 
for 27cm records, ‘xx‘ for 30cm records  and 
‘xxx’ (much rarer) for 35cm records. All early 
Odeon recordings were part of one and the 
same consecutive matrix number sequence, 
irrespective of size.

24. Those extra letters are: ç, ğ, ı, ö, ş and ü. Here 
are a few examples of how certain consonants 
and vowels are pronounced in Turkish:
c dj (as in: jazz, journal)
ç tj/tsj (as in: children, match)  

ğ something beteen ‘h and ‘w’, depending 
on the surrounding vowels.

ı uh (as in: girl, huh?); it is written as a 
‘dotless i’

j zj (as in French: je, bagage)
ö as German ‘ö’ (as in Strötbaum)
ş sj (as in: sure, show, cash)
ü as in German ‘ü’
v w (as in English: we, war)

25.  İsmail Akçay ran a bookshop called ‘Nihal Ki-
tabevi’ at the Sahaflar Çarşısı in the Beyazıt 
quarter of Istanbul, near the Kapalı Çarşı 
(the famous Grand Bazaar).

26. Undated kanto collection LA BELLE 
FIGURE CER (= CAHIER?) 4. Published 
by Chamli Sélym, Rue Veznédjiler No. 73, 
Constantinople (Şamlı Selim,  Vezneciler). It 
carries a stamp: Karekin Kavafian. Stamboul, 
Yeni Cami, à coté de la B. I. O.

27. Listen to the wav recording of Victor 63072-B: 
http://www.recordingpioneers.com/grurks/
index.php/from

28. Owner of the International Phonograph 
Co. was a certain Joseph Mayers. Mayers 
formerly handled the Victor line at 108 East 
Houston street. The store of the International 
Phonograph Co. at 101 Essex Street was 
opened in 1911. (John Kowal’s Family History 
Blog. The Phonograph Swindlers (internet: 
posted on 23 April 2011))

29. The truncated scan (item No. 78596) comes 
from the website of the Βιβλιοθήκη της Βουλής 
(Vivliothiki tis Voulis) in Athens, Greece: 
https://library.parliament.gr/

30. The Boston Globe of 21 October 1912. See: 
http://www.recordingpioneers.com/grurks/index.
php/from

31. The Boston Globe of 16 October 1912. See: 
http://www.recordingpioneers.com/grurks/
index.php/fro
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